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Topics covered 

 

Week 1 Self & authenticity, identity 

Week 2 Emotional intelligence (EQ)  

Week 3 Judgment & decision-making 

Week 4 Motivation practices & theories 

Week 5 Power, politics and networking 

Week 6 Group & team dynamics 

Week 7 Leadership theories 

Week 8 Business ethics/ethical decision-making 

Week 9 Negotiation Part I, Advanced negotiation Part II 

Week 10 Negotiation Part I, Advanced negotiation Part II 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
MGF2111 Weekly topics revision notes 
 
Weeks 1-4: Understandings ourselves 
Energy, authenticity, emotions, decision-making, willpower & motivation 
 
2nd stage:  
Social things: social network, power, politics, leadership/team, ethical decisions 
 
3rd stage: 
Engage in negotiations, basic concepts of negotiation, advanced issues in negotiation 
(framework) 
 

 
Specific concepts: 
 
Week 1: Self and authenticity, identity 
 
- Personality (OCEAN big 5 personalities) 

Peron’s general style of interacting with the world, especially with other people. Set of 
individual difference  
Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, Neuroticism.  
 

- Self-monitoring (commonly mentioned indiv. differences in mgmt.) 
Observe social environment, change language based on environment  
High: fit behaviour to social situation (boxer adapts/observes fighting style to 
opponent), Low: behaviour mostly disregards social situations (Donald Trump low self 
monitoring, doesn't change behaviour based on env) 
  

- Locus of control (commonly mentioned indiv. differences in mgmt.), 2 extremes: internal 
and external 
Internal: happens in life is decided by internal factors (motivation, efforts, talent). 
External: behaviour decided by external (fate, luck, others).  
 

- Narcissism  
Tendency to be arrogant, require excessive admiration, sense of entitlement. Tend to 
think they are great leaders, but colleagues don’t.  

 
- Machiavellianism 

Tendency to be arrogant, tendency to engage in social conducts involving manipulating 
others for personal gain (often against others self-interest)  
 

- Type A/B personality (uptight/achieving/on the go/efficiency, life quality/relaxation)  
Type A: moves, walks, eats rapidly, impatient, multitasks, dislikes leisure time, obsessed 
with numbers.  
Type B: never suffers from sense of time urgency, doesn’t need to discuss achievements, 
plays for fun, R&R, can relax without guilt.  



 
 

- Australian managerial values (general trends on personal values) 
Values positively assoc with success: high productivitity, profit max, org growth, 
customers, stockholders, craftsmanship, ability, aggressiveness, autonomy.  
Values negative assoc with success: org stability, social welfare, obedience, trust, loyalty, 
conformity, honour, leisure, security, religion.  
** Compared to other country managers… Aus consider job satisfaction, job skill, 
achievement, creativity, competitiveness to be more important.  
 

- Authenticity (3 main dimensions: humility, accountability, vulnerability). What do they 
mean?  
Humility – new research area, understand definition & consequences  
 
Once you know own values/what you want → manifest inner self through authenticity.  
Authentic self → development of authentic leadership → positive workplace outcomes.  
5 pillars of authentic self care (HAVIS) → humility, accountability, vulnerability, integrity, 
security.  
Humility → views themselves well, appreciates others strengths, not jealous, 
teachability, humble leader → engaged, committed, loyal following.  
However, never satisfied with own level of skill.  
Accountability → liable to being called to account/answerable 
Vulnerability → willing to reveal weakness regardless of consequences, can get feedback 
to improve weakness. Think of as areas to strengthen.  

 


